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Abstract: In the process of rapid urbanization in China, rural areas are facing increasingly complex
changes and challenges. Resilience theory provides a multidimensional perspective of the sustainable
development of rural regions. As a subset of the broader resilience framework, spatial resilience
focuses on inter-component relationships and systematic characteristics at the spatial level. It projects
the potential of resilience theory into the spatial domain of human habitats. This paper endeavors
to integrate spatial resilience theory into the field of rural built environments. At the village level,
relevant factors were extracted, and an exploratory analysis focusing on rural spatial resilience was
conducted. Twenty-one villages in southern Jiangsu at various resilience levels were selected as
empirical cases. Fuzzy-set qualitative comparative analysis (fsQCA) was employed to identify four
configurations with sufficient conditions for rural spatial resilience. Furthermore, through an analysis
of typical villages, the effective mechanisms of the relevant resilience factors were also elucidated.
Our findings reveal several key points: (1) rural spatial resilience relies on an optimal combination
of multiple factors rather than a single factor; (2) there are multiple potential pathways through
which to enhance rural resilience; (3) and the configuration analysis of the rural factors of spatial
resilience helps to narrow the distance between spatial resilience theory and spatial practice. This
study validates and refines the application of spatial resilience theory in the context of the rural built
environment. Corresponding suggestions are proposed for building a resilient countryside, aiming
to provide support and reference for future development strategies in rural areas.

Keywords: spatial resilience; rural resilience; qualitative comparative analysis; fuzzy-set QCA; rural
built environment; southern Jiangsu

1. Introduction

China has a long history of agriculture, and rural areas carry abundant regional
traditions and cultural values. China’s rapid urbanization that has been ongoing since
the 1980s has introduced profound transformations to rural regions. Due to factors such
as population mobility, poverty, technological limitations, policy biases, and inadequate
land management [1,2], the developmental status of rural areas has declined [3]. Rural
reform oriented towards industry and livelihood has resulted in issues such as resource
scarcity and environmental degradation [4]. In order to address these issues and encourage
rural transformation [5], the Chinese government has enacted a number of macroeconomic
measures in an effort to close the gap between urban and rural areas [6]. However, within
the framework of target-driven development [7], the conflicting objectives between short-
term quota fulfillment and sustainable structural adjustment policieshas increased and even
exacerbated the plight of rural areas [8,9]. The decline of rural areas has led to population
outflow [10] and hollowing [11], further intensifying issues such as the wastage of land
resources, homestead vacancy, and landscape decay [12].

Since 2017, there has been a shift in the central government’s perspective on rural
reform [13]. Rural governance has shifted from a previously limited perspective to a
systemic version, for which the comprehensive and coordinated planning of rural areas
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is being undertaken [14,15]. At the practical level, this is typically accomplished through
project-based interventions at the village level, thereby facilitating an external supply
of resources and finances [16]. This approach drives comprehensive rural development
by means of environmental restoration and the shaping of physical spaces. However,
the longstanding urban–rural imbalance has significantly weakened the developmental
capacity of rural areas [17]. Exploring the integration of external forces to activate intrinsic
rural development dynamics and thereby foster sustainable rural development has become
an imperative area of research. This involves developing rural resilience [18].

Approaching solutions to rural development issues from the perspective of resilience
theory aligns with systematic and holistic research trends. Subsequently, strategies for
enhancing rural environments and then boosting resilience have gradually emerged as
focal points in rural studies [19–23]. As resilience is a complicated and integrated concept,
it is characterized by multiple levels and dimensions. Consequently, studies on this topic
are usually limited to one dimension (or subset) of resilience [24]. Spatial resilience, as
a subset of the broader concept of resilience [25], emphasizes the resilient state within
a spatial dimension [26]. As a result, this type of research establishes a bridge between
indicators of physical space and the concept of resilience.

Rural resilience levels exhibit a robust spatial dependency, displaying a noticeable
positive spatial correlation [27]. Thus, this paper adopts a perspective rooted in spatial
resilience to explore spatial elements that can both reflect and influence rural resilience.
According to an understanding of the rural built environment in southern Jiangsu, 21 vil-
lages at various resilience levels were selected. Utilizing fuzzy-set qualitative comparative
analysis (fsQCA), a cross-comparative analysis of the spatial indicators between historic
villages and other typical villages was conducted. The aim of this work is to uncover the
factors of rural spatial resilience. Specifically, the following discussion will attempt to
address the following questions:

• What are the potential factors associated with rural spatial resilience?
• What are the primary synergistic relationships between the factors of rural spatial re-

silience?
• What are the mechanisms by which these factors influence rural spatial resilience?
• How should the countryside be developed according to the theory of rural spatial re-

silience?

In conclusion, this study contributes to refining and extending the application of spatial
resilience theory in rural built environments. Simultaneously, it offers a methodology for
identifying villages with relatively higher levels of spatial resilience. This work provides
a foundation for the future development of resilient rural areas within the context of
rural revitalization.

2. Theoretical Background and Relevant Research

The concept of “resilience” has gradually changed and enriched since it was introduced
to ecology by Holling from the field of engineering mechanics [28]. It is now defined as a
system’s capacity to absorb disturbances and reorganize while undergoing change so as
to retain essentially the same function, structure, identity, and feedback [29]. Resilience
is an appropriate concept for understanding the vulnerability, response, and adaptive
capacity of systems [30]. Resilience focuses on system identity, and resilience equates to
the maintenance of key components and relationships and the continuity of these aspects
over time [31]. When discussing resilience, it is inevitable that the concept of a system is
involved because the concept of resilience was introduced and developed to address the
complexity of systems [32,33]. It is worth noting that in the domain of complex systems,
many terminologies and even definitions of systems currently lack a widely acknowledged
and distinct consensus. As a result, this essay does not explore this issue in great detail,
instead adhering to the definitions that are pertinent to the definitions from spatial resilience
theory: A system is composed of a set of elements that interact with one another in a
shared environment, and its description concerns these components and the relationships
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between them [31,34]. Therefore, interrelated rural spatial elements can constitute a rural
spatial system.

The rural spatial system has multi-scale, multi-level, and multi-type characteristics.
Corresponding to the structure of the system, spatial resilience can be categorized into
different tiers [24,34]. The description of a system is often contextualized within a specific
problem framework [35]. As a result, the choice of which dimension of resilience to
investigate can be guided by the particular research question being explored.

In summary, rural spatial resilience serves as a comprehensive attribute that reflects
the state of a rural spatial system, offering a perspective from which to investigate the
resilience characteristics of such systems. In this regard, the existing research focuses on
two fields: spatial resilience and rural resilience. To offer a theoretical foundation for factor
extraction and subsequent analysis, both will be described in more detail below in an
attempt to unify these two domains, aiming to offer a theoretical foundation for factor
extraction and subsequent analysis.

2.1. Spatial Resilience Theory and Its Application

The initial research on spatial resilience focused on human-activity-based disturbances
of coral reefs [36]. Subsequently, the definition of spatial resilience gradually developed.
Building upon previous research, Cumming systematically constructed a research frame-
work for spatial resilience and defined it as follows: spatial resilience refers to the ways in
which spatial variation in relevant variables, both inside and outside the system of interest,
influences (and is influenced by) system resilience across multiple spatial and temporal
scales [34]. The term “system” above can refer to ecological systems, social systems, or
interconnected social–ecological systems [37]. The theory of spatial resilience is funda-
mentally about the issue of human–nature interactions, conceptualizing and framing these
interactions as coherent elements within spatially located components, flows, interactions,
and perturbations, thereby constituting a process that is crucial for achieving effective
interdisciplinary integration [38]. Following the establishment of this theory, the pertinent
research has included the exploration of spatial structures within agricultural landscapes
to enhance crop resistance [39], the application of spatial resilience in the context of plan-
ning and urban transformation strategies [40], and the combination of spatial resilience
with spatial morphology to investigate the impact of urban space and its constituent el-
ements [41], thus assisting planners, designers, and policy decision makers in creating
“resilience places” [42] and increasing “physical resilience” [43] at the practical level. In
summary, spatial resilience provides operability and quantitative approaches to resilience
theory, allowing it to support sustainable development strategies and spatial planning. It is
evident that current research mainly focuses on cities, with a noticeable lack of attention
towards spatial resilience in rural areas.

2.2. Rural Resilience Theory

As rural decline becomes a global issue, research on rural areas has increasingly
focused on survival and sustainability, that is, “how to live and let live” [44]. Rural
resilience can be understood as the ability of a system to respond to change and shocks [45].
Due to different emphases, research on rural resilience primarily focuses on three domains:
natural ecology, social life, and economic production in rural areas [46]. Rural resilience
can be characterized as a process with nonlinear interactions between rural economic,
social, environmental, and institutional subsystems given the complex constitution of
rural communities, involving resistance, adaptation, and transformation [47]. Due to
its non-linear characteristics, measuring rural resilience is a challenging task. Certain
scholars have reflected on the process of resilience by measuring changes in data before and
after a shock [48,49]. Others have measured it through the perspectives of local residents,
management staff, and experts [50,51]. Additionally, indicator systems are constructed
to assess resilience levels [52,53]. Overall, conducting resilience-level studies tailored to
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the specific characteristics of different environments or cases has become a commonly
used approach.

2.3. The Interrelation of Theories and the Introduction of Rural Spatial Resilience

While research on resilience has undergone multidimensional and interdisciplinary
development, it remains a “fuzzy and contested” concept, lacking consensus regarding its
characteristics, measurement, and other aspects [54]. Therefore, the key aspect concerns
the resilience “of what” and “to what” [25]. Spatial resilience and rural resilience are both
branches in the development of resilience theory. While they exist in different dimensions,
they can both be applied to the study of a wide range of rural contexts. As a subset
of the broader concept of resilience, spatial resilience concerns the exploration of the
question of how space, or, more accurately, spatial variation, influences and is influenced
by complex systems [34]. Rural resilience, on the other hand, is directed towards rural
regions and typically examines the integrated manifestations and mechanisms of resilience
within the rural scope. It distinguishes itself from urban resilience via the distinctive
geographic attributes inherent to the rural context [55]. This paper delves into rural spatial
resilience, with a central focus on the factors and mechanisms of spatial resilience in rural
areas. Inevitably, this exploration involves referencing the application of rural resilience.
Consequently, the concept of rural spatial resilience is introduced, which is juxtaposed with
the existing research on urban spatial resilience [56,57].

This study defines rural spatial resilience as the ability of rural systems to maintain
robustness and adapt to new environments through the combination and interaction of
spatial factors. These spatial factors are interconnected and, together with other factors
within the rural system (such as social, economic, and ecological factors), form a buffer
against risks. Exploring spatial patterns that may be associated with resilience is a necessary
step in assessing spatial resilience [25]. Therefore, the initial step involves integrating
relevant analytical methods to extract pivotal factors within this framework and elucidate
the interrelations between these factors.

3. Methodology
3.1. Research Methods

Qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) is a research method based on set rela-
tions [58]. Since its emergence in the late 1980s [59], the application of this method has
expanded from the field of political science to encompass the entire field of sociology and
even the natural sciences [60]. QCA is designed to combine techniques from qualitative
and quantitative approaches [61]. The distinctive feature of this approach is conduct-
ing analysis “by case” and not “by variable” [62], and such analysis is combined with
quantitative empirical testing, as sufficient and necessary conditions identify outcomes
through statistical methods [63,64]. In the configurational perspective, multiple causal
factors are interdependent and can achieve a common outcome through differentiated
combinations [65].

The set relation explored in QCA refers to sufficiency and necessity, which are ex-
pressed as an asymmetry between conditions and outcomes. As a subset of resilience, when
investigating spatial resilience’s impact on resilience outcomes, it is prudent to treat spatial
resilience factors as constituting a sufficient condition to explore (while also verifying their
necessity). Simply stated, certain combinations of spatial factors can lead to a specific
resilience outcome, yet a single resilience outcome may correspond to multiple combina-
tions of spatial factors. This asymmetry generates an underlying disparity [66], which
is often speculated to be one of the origins of the complexity of a system. Consequently,
QCA analyzes the complex causality hidden behind phenomena and is geared towards
the study of explicit connections [67]. QCA enables the exploration of the diverse ways in
which various conditions differ from a limited number of cases. It offers the possibility of
comprehensive micro-level comparisons among a small number of cases within a specific
region. Investigating resilience factors at the village level holds a natural advantage in
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terms of scale [22]. Thus, QCA is both applicable to and advantageous for comprehending
the nonlinear complexities associated with spatial resilience at the village scale.

The core steps of QCA involve employing Boolean computation to identify set relations
between conditions and outcomes. This task encompasses calculating the configurations
of condition variables within cases. QCA identifies the most fitting typical cases for a
configuration along with the extent to which these cases adhere to the set relation [62]. This
thereby enhances the rigor and scientific nature of qualitative research. Fundamentally,
QCA remains a qualitative method because its analytical process relies on the researcher’s
familiarity with cases and involves selecting appropriate thresholds to ensure a true reflec-
tion of case realities [68,69].

Fuzzy-set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (fsQCA) is an extension of the QCA method
that enables researchers to analyze cases where conditions might not be fully present or absent
but instead exist in varying degrees [68,69]. Unlike the “presence” and “absence” of conditions
in the traditional set relations, fsQCA refines and quantifies these relationships, rendering
this method particularly suitable for analyzing complex phenomena. Scholars have explored
the influencing factors of rural resilience using fsQCA, for which the primary aim has been
the enhancement of resilience in traditional villages [27,46]. In order to uncover the spatial
resilience factors in rural areas that have been overlooked in previous research, this study
leverages the distinctive features of fsQCA. Accordingly, multiple spatial indicators were
compared between traditional villages and other villages, aiming to identify a broader range
of spatial resilience factors in rural regions.

3.2. Study Area and Data Source

The scope of this study encompasses southern Jiangsu, i.e., the southern part of Jiangsu
Province, China (Figure 1). This region extends between latitude 30◦45′ and 32◦35′ N and
longitude 118◦22′ to 121◦21′ E. Administratively, southern Jiangsu includes five cities:
Nanjing, Zhenjiang, Suzhou, Wuxi, and Changzhou. Southern Jiangsu covers an area of
approximately 28,085 km2, which accounts for 26.21% of the total area of Jiangsu Province.
This region is characterized by its gentle terrain, which predominantly consists of plains
and hills. It is rich in water resources, containing rivers, canals, and lakes. With its favorable
climate and geographical conditions, southern Jiangsu is a historically significant area for
human settlements, and it has developed unique and distinctive rural settlements over
time. This study area is the core area of the Yangtze River Delta city cluster and accounts
for a significant share of the economic and social development of Jiangsu Province. It
consistently assumes a pioneering role in rural development across the nation. According
to previous research findings, rural evolution in southern Jiangsu has demonstrated a
sustainable trend, surpassing that of other areas within the province and even the broader
area in China [70–72]. Therefore, the study of rural spatial resilience in this region also has
important implications for rural areas in other regions.

The determination of the threshold of spatial resilience and its corresponding adaptive
states requires dynamic data of various temporal and spatial dimensions [25]. However,
obtaining such data poses significant challenges. To accurately depict the characteristics of
resilience, a comparative study was conducted on villages constructed in different periods.
The selected villages represent diverse system states within the database corresponding
to various stages of development. Furthermore, to adhere to the principle of maximizing
heterogeneity in the case selection of QCA analysis [73], 21 natural villages in southern
Jiangsu, serving as empirical cases, were selected in this research (Figure 2 and Table A1).
These villages exhibit distinct geographical environments, urban–rural distances, and
spatial patterns, thus effectively representing the diversity of rural conditions in the region.

The data utilized in this study comprise literature data, local statistical data, and
image information data. The macro-level data include open data such as satellite im-
ages, elevation data, and land use data. Due to the absence of village-level data in the
government’s official statistics, the micro-level data pertaining to village population, home-
steads, and construction land in this study primarily stem from on–site investigations
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and interviews conducted with village officials and residents since 2017. To ensure data
accuracy, cross–referencing and validation were conducted by comparing the collected data
with the existing literature [74,75], planning documents, and satellite images. Subsequent
verification and corrections were then applied as needed.
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3.3. Variable Selection
3.3.1. Selection Basis

Based on the five most commonly used methods for selecting conditional variables in
QCA [73], this study primarily employs a comprehensive approach that combines the theo-
retical perspective method, the problem-oriented method, and the phenomenon summary
method. The theoretical perspective employed in this study originates from the relevant
elements of spatial resilience delineated by Cumming G. S. et al. [34,38]. They consider
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spatial resilience to be the spatial arrangement of, the differences in, and the interactions be-
tween the internal and external elements of a system. Spatial resilience can thus be divided
into external elements (i.e., those outside the focal system), internal elements (i.e., those
within the focal system), and other spatially relevant aspects of resilience. According to the
further refinement carried out by Allen C. R. et al. [25], certain internal features (including
the arrangement of system components (e.g., patch arrangement)), their morphologies
and system boundaries, and external components such as context can be readily assessed
with remote sensing and GIS techniques. Specifically, the categorizations of “internal” and
“external” can be defined not only in social, economic, and ecological dimensions but also
through delineations based on geographical boundaries.

To ensure practicality when measuring spatial resilience, it is advised that the scale of
variables is narrowed down, incorporating mapping and substitution methods to ensure
that variables are “tractable” [34]. Because of a requisite level of simplicity behind the
complexity, a system can be described in terms of three to five key variables, constituting
a principle known as the “rule of hand” [24]. Therefore, in the study of spatial resilience
factors, it is possible to select a minimal set of relevant spatial variables to construct a
model [34]. Furthermore, based on a deeper understanding of the research question and
observations of the phenomenon, relevant resilience factors associated with rural spatial
systems can be extracted. These factors should not only match the requirements of QCA
analysis but also accurately align with the specific objectives of a study, ensuring a precise
and tailored description of rural spatial systems.

In the context of external aspects, an analysis should focus on the most prominent
factors that significantly influence a system. Context serves as both a source of system
shocks and as a resource for materials that can be utilized in response to pressures, such as
natural capital, human-made environmental capital, economic capital, etc. [76]. Connec-
tivity represents the level of information exchange with the external environment, which
has both advantages and disadvantages for resilience. Building upon the previously men-
tioned points, a system is composed of a set of interconnected elements. Regarding the
internal aspects of a spatial system, the initial step involves delineating the boundaries
that distinguish its internal and external domains. Subsequently, attention shifts to com-
ponents and morphology alongside the resultant network structure that emerges from
their interplay. Boundaries affect both internal and external exchanges, providing a buffer
against shocks. The composition ratios of various components determine the flexibility
of spatial properties. Additionally, morphological factors such as patch shapes have an
impact on crucial processes or interactions [34]. In contrast to urban areas, rural regions
exhibit simplified patterns of land use and transportation organization, thus rendering
their network structures less complex than those of cities. Based on field investigations, this
study posits that rural transportation organization is more reliant upon accessible paths,
including public and even private domains. As a result, a combination of cluster shapes
and boundary openness is proposed as an expression of the internal network structures
that are applicable to rural spaces. In summary, within the framework of spatial resilience,
this study employed a simplified system description approach. The selected spatial factors
for rural southern Jiangsu encompass external factors, including natural geographical types
and urban–rural distances, as well as internal factors including homestead proportions,
boundary openness, and patch shape indices. Subsequent sections will provide detailed
sub-item descriptions of each indicator.

As for the outcome variables, according to the theory of spatial resilience, indicators
that influence the persistence of systems in space, such as spatial heterogeneity, fragmen-
tation, and cross-scale structure, can serve as resilience metrics [34,77,78]. Therefore, the
persistence of spatial systems can be considered a direct and explicit indicator for measur-
ing resilience. Due to the difficulty of measurement, this study employed the indicator
substitution approach mentioned above. Similarly, detailed elucidations of the outcome
variables will be provided in the subsequent sections.
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3.3.2. Conditional Variable Description

Summarizing the above (Figure 3), representative factors from the internal and external
elements of spatial resilience suitable for rural areas in southern Jiangsu were selected as
conditional variables. In accordance with the principles of QCA, the 5 condition variables
yielded 25 potential combinations (32 possibilities), suggesting that the recommended
number of cases should exceed 15 [79]. The number of cases in this study is 21, which
satisfies the required quantity. These factors include the natural geographic environment,
rural–urban distance, homestead proportion, boundary openness, and patch shape index.
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• Natural geographic type (NGT)

Due to the overall similarity of the climate in the different regions in southern Jiangsu
Province, the natural geographic types to which villages belong have been selected as
the primary environmental factors. Based on topography, landforms, hydrological char-
acteristics, and their suitability for village studies, cases have been categorized into five
geographic types (Figure 4) [75]. To facilitate a clearer comparison, the village density per
square meter was calculated for each type, with values ranging from 1 to 5 being assigned
in ascending order, as follows: mountainous areas, hilly lands, plains, lake areas, and
enclosed basins.

• Rural–urban distance (RUD)

The gradient from urban to rural represents the socio-economic asymmetries, and
it also drives processes in social–ecological systems [25]. The development of cities un-
doubtedly has an impact on the resilience of rural areas. Therefore, this study considers
the physical distance between villages and towns as an external environmental factor that
influences rural spatial resilience.

• Homestead proportion (HP)

China’s long-standing land policy stipulates that the use of homesteads1 in villages
is primarily limited to local farmers and that they are strictly prohibited from buying and
selling this property. Compared to other types of land used for construction purposes, the
proportion of homestead land can reflect the internal structural stability of a village to a
certain extent. The corresponding calculation formula is as follows:

HP =
s× n

C
(1)
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In Formula (1), “s” is the per capita (per household) area of homestead land, “n”
is population (number of households), and “C” is the total area of construction land in
the village.

• Boundary openness degree (BOD)

The stability of a system can be influenced by edge effects [25]. The boundaries of
a village consist of the combination of its physical structures and the gaps in between,
serving as crucial factors for delineating the inside and outside of the village. The gap
components are the first to experience external impacts and are more susceptible to change.
Consequently, the parameter of boundary openness, which denotes the ratio of interstices
to the entire perimeter of the boundary, serves as an external factor (Figure 5a).
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• Patch shape index (PSI)

Rural spaces are composed of interconnected clusters of varying shapes, and the
morphological changes in rural spaces are accompanied by an increase or decrease in these
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clusters. The patch shape index is typically a mathematical transformation of the ratio
between the perimeter and area of a patch. It quantifies the level of shape complexity via
measuring the deviation between the shape of a patch and a circle or square with the same
area [80]. The greater the complexity or elongation of a patch, the higher the PSI value.
In Figure 5b, the darker the color, the higher the shape index and the more obvious the
striped feature. While the PSI itself lacks practical significance, when applied in the context
of rural environments, it can, to a certain extent, reveal the spatial patterns within such
environments. For the purpose of comparative analysis, the average PSI was calculated
as follows:

PSI =
1
m

m

∑
k=1

0.25Ek√
Ak

(2)

In Formula (2), “m” is the number of clusters, “Ek” is the perimeter of the cluster k,
and “Ak” is the area of the cluster k.

3.3.3. Outcome Variable Description

There are two approaches to assessing spatial resilience: direct and indirect meth-
ods [26]. The direct measurement of resilience treats resilience as a concrete entity and
involves understanding factors such as a system’s response to stressors and recovery time
thresholds [81]. However, in the case of rural human habitats, which are complex adaptive
systems with dynamic multidimensional characteristics, direct measurement becomes chal-
lenging to implement. Therefore, indirect measurement methods are typically employed,
which involve transforming resilience into non-tangible objects and conducting an indi-
rect evaluation of system resilience through the construction of evaluation systems and
analytical frameworks [82]. It is worth clarifying that scholars have defined attributes and
assessment methods related to rural resilience based on specific cases and their contexts.
These definitions have clear applicability within specific scopes. Therefore, understanding
the social, economic, environmental, and institutional composition of a study area’s location
is crucial [24].

The selection of the outcome variables in this study was firstly based on the original
logic of resilience measurement, where the degree of completeness of villages in their
historical evolution represents the loss of resilience. Therefore, the duration of village
establishment, or spatial persistence, can be used as a measure of an area’s resilience level.
However, the village annals are incomplete, making it impossible to determine the exact
time when the village was established. Furthermore, the construction years of individual
buildings are insufficient for representing the entire village.

Considering the scope of resilience assessment discussed earlier, this study refers to
the official lists of Chinese Historical and Cultural Villages2 and Characteristic Pastoral
Countryside3 in Jiangsu as the basis for the resilience levels. Firstly, the listed villages
have long histories. Secondly, the criteria for the selection of these listings emphasize
various aspects such as the historical and cultural value of the villages, their integrity, social
engagement, and architectural preservation. Finally, existing research has demonstrated
that inclusion in such listings, coupled with appropriate protection and development
policies, can encourage villages to proactively adapt and provides them with multiple
avenues with which to enhance their resilience [83]. Therefore, these villages are regarded as
having higher levels of resilience, and the Chinese Historical and Cultural Villages included
in the law have the highest resilience levels. Consequently, based on the construction times,
villages that have been newly constructed or that have undergone significant changes in
land use within the past 20 years are considered to have relatively lower resilience. The
remaining common villages are categorized as moderate resilience-level cases. In summary,
this study classified four resilience levels through equivalent substitution and assigned
values of 1–4 to each level (Table 1), serving as the outcome variables for the four-value
fuzzy set applied in the fsQCA.
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Table 1. Description of the variables and calibration methods.

Type Variable Description Threshold Calibration Method

Condition

NGT

After being partitioned into five distinct natural
geographical types, the villages were ranked
and assigned values from 1 to 5 based on the
ratio of the number of villages to their area per
square kilometer.

5 = fully subordinate
2.6 = intersection *

1 = not affiliated at all

Average value as
the intersection

RUD Distance required to travel using a vehicle from
the village center to the nearest town.

11.1 = fully subordinate
4.4 = intersection

0.1 = not affiliated at all
0.95 = fully subordinate

0.5 = intersection
0.05 = not affiliated

at allHP Proportion of homesteads within the overall
construction land.

0.4958 = fully subordinate
0.3763 = intersection

0.2790 = not affiliated at all

BOD
Percentage of gaps between physical entities
within the village boundary relative to the total
boundary length.

0.6782 = fully subordinate
0.5814 = intersection

0.3406 = not affiliated at all

PSI Average shape index of the clusters.
1.86 = fully subordinate

1.51 = intersection
1.28 = not affiliated at all

Outcome Resilience
level

Chinese Historical and Cultural Villages = 1;
Characteristic Pastoral Countryside = 0.67;
common villages = 0.33; newly constructed
villages = 0.

1 = fully subordinate
0.67 = partial
subordination

0.33 = not affiliated
0 = not affiliated at all

Not
Applicable *

* An intersection denotes neither subordination nor non-subordination. Outcomes are assigned as a four-valued
fuzzy set that can be directly utilized in fsQCA.

3.4. Variable Calibration

Our analysis was conducted using fsQCA 4.0 software. Variable calibration is a regular
step in this analysis, for which the aim is the classification of variables into the dependency
relations of the fuzzy sets. Based on the data type and standard procedures of fsQCA, three
calibration methods are determined by considering the specific circumstances of the cases.
Descriptions of the indicators for each condition variable and the calibration anchors are
provided in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 2. Values of the variables after calibration.

Case ID NGT RUD HP BOD PSI Resilience
Level

1 0.62 0.58 0.48 0.05 0.07 1
2 0.05 0.05 0.55 0.86 0.31 0
3 0.05 0.17 0.81 0.94 0.11 0.67
4 0.25 0.08 0.22 0.76 0.17 1
5 0.95 0.501 0.05 0.501 0.99 0.33
6 0.25 0.83 0.44 0.8 0.52 0.67
7 0.05 0.15 0.02 0.15 0.58 0
8 0.25 0.59 0.08 0.98 0.501 0.33
9 0.62 0.33 0.3 0.37 0.12 0.33

10 0.25 0.14 1 0.93 0.12 1
11 0.05 0.95 0.59 0.95 0.61 1
12 0.05 0.89 0.66 0.95 0.75 1
13 0.85 0.96 0.05 0.42 0.19 0.33
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Table 2. Cont.

Case ID NGT RUD HP BOD PSI Resilience
Level

14 0.95 0.57 0.93 0.41 0.95 0.33
15 0.62 0.2 0.55 0.77 0.05 1
16 0.62 0.64 0.501 0.33 0.05 0
17 0.85 0.53 0.15 0.49 0.02 0.33
18 0.05 0.38 0.79 0.38 0.77 0.67
19 0.62 0.23 0.71 0.01 0.75 0.33
20 0.95 0.53 0.11 0.501 0.89 0.33
21 0.62 0.05 0.95 0.67 0.61 1

4. Results
4.1. Necessity Analysis

The first step in our study was the necessity analysis. If the consistency value is greater
than 0.9, it indicates the presence of necessary conditions for the outcome. After performing
the necessity analysis using the previously specified software, no necessary conditions
were identified. This result implies that a single condition alone does not necessarily lead
to the outcome in question (Table 3).

Table 3. Analysis of the necessary conditions.

Conditional Variables
High-Level Resilience Non-High-Level Resilience

Consistency Coverage Consistency Coverage

Geographical types with high village density 0.460944 0.561128 0.632086 0.617555
Geographical types with low village density 0.685837 0.699038 0.550802 0.450569

Far from towns 0.570815 0.711154 0.601177 0.601112
Close to towns 0.679828 0.679887 0.711123 0.570779

High proportion of homesteads 0.654936 0.767528 0.442888 0.416558
Low proportion of homesteads 0.502146 0.528981 0.752834 0.636495

High level of boundary openness 0.782833 0.746195 0.60984 0.466536
Low level of boundary openness 0.440343 0.584415 0.668235 0.71178

Cluster shapes that are closer to being strip-like 0.485837 0.619866 0.558396 0.571788
Cluster shapes that are closer to a square 0.664378 0.652119 0.62877 0.495324

4.2. Calculation Results

The presentation of the results (Table 4) follows the common format of fsQCA, re-
vealing four configurations that are related to rural spatial resilience along with the core
conditions and marginal conditions [84]. The core conditions exhibit a strong association
with the outcome as they are present in both the intermediate solutions and simplified
solutions. On the other hand, the marginal conditions show a weaker association with the
outcome as they only appear in the intermediate solutions. It is also possible for a configura-
tion in the results to have multiple combinations of core conditions, which is permitted [61].
Further discussion on this matter will be provided in the subsequent sections.
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Table 4. High-level rural spatial resilience configurations.

Conditional
Variables

Configuration 1
Configuration 2 Configuration 3

Configuration 4
2a 2b 3a 3b

NGT • l ⊗ ⊗ ⊗
RUD ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ l • ⊗
HP l l • l

BOD l l l • l ⊗
PSI ⊗ • l •

Consistency 0.7957 0.8670 0.8926 0.8992
Raw Coverage 0.3476 0.2687 0.3004 0.1991

Unique Coverage 0.1004 0.0438 0.1639 0.0498

Solution Consistency 0.8311
Solution Coverage 0.6215

Note: l and ⊗ indicate the presence and absence of core conditions, respectively. • and ⊗ indicate the presence
and absence of marginal conditions, respectively, where a space indicates that the condition is optional.

As shown in the table, the consistency of the solutions exceeds 0.75, thus satisfying the
recommended criteria for sufficiency [49]. This means that among all the cases that satisfy
these four configurations, 83.11% of the villages demonstrated a higher level of resilience.
Therefore, these configurations can be considered sufficient condition combinations for
high resilience in southern Jiangsu. The coverage of the solutions indicates that these
four configurations can explain 62.15% of the village cases. The consistency level of each
configuration represents the likelihood of villages possessing a particular configuration
that gives rise to a high level of resilience. The original coverage denotes the proportion of
high-resilience villages that can be explained by a given configuration. The unique coverage
indicates the proportion of cases that can only be explained by a specific configuration.

• Configuration 1: Predominance of internal factors.

This configuration indicates that, for villages in close proximity to towns and those
with a predominantly square-shaped clustering, there is a higher proportion of residential
land and that open boundaries can lead to a higher level of resilience. This configuration
is primarily influenced by internal factors (with external factors only serving as marginal
conditions) and can explain 34.76% of the cases, with 10.04% of the cases being exclusively
explained by this configuration. In this configuration, the spatial resilience mainly arises
from the stability of the spatial structure of the villages.

• Configuration 2: Substitution of internal and external factors.

This configuration suggests that resilient villages that are located in high-density areas
(such as enclosed basins, lake areas, and plains) and those that are in close proximity to
towns often exhibit a high level of boundary openness. This combination forms the core
conditions. On the other hand, similar to Configuration 1, the desired resilience level can
also be achieved through the combination of two internal conditions. Configuration 2 has
two combinations of core conditions, thereby demonstrating a substitutive relationship
between the internal and external factors as core conditions. This can explain 26.87% of
the cases, while 4.38% of the cases are exclusively explained by this configuration. This
configuration represents a category of villages located near towns that possess the ability
to maintain balance during the transformation of urban–rural relationships. This ability is
derived from open boundaries that can accommodate diverse functional inputs coupled
with the difficulty of land-use changes, resulting in a balanced interplay between adaptation
and stability.

• Configuration 3: Predominance of external factors.

This configuration reveals that in geographic regions characterized by low village
density (such as mountains areas and hilly lands), high-resilience villages are more likely
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to be located far from towns. These villages are accompanied by higher boundary open-
ness and elongated clustering patterns. When the natural geographic type, proportion
of residential land, and boundary openness simultaneously serve as core conditions, the
unique coverage is 0 (but only in simple solutions). This finding indicates that no case can
be exclusively explained by this combination, suggesting the presence of cross-coverage
between the configurations. We have refrained from further in-depth discussion of config-
uration 3b. Therefore, Configuration 3 is considered to mainly reflect the scenario where
external factors serve as the core conditions. This configuration can explain 30.04% of the
cases, with 16.39% of the cases being exclusively explained by this configuration. There-
fore, this configuration represents a category of villages situated in remote areas that have
remained relatively unaffected. External factors enable them to maintain their current state
and resilience.

• Configuration 4: Collaboration between internal and external factors.

This configuration indicates that when villages are situated in low-density geographic
regions, their spatial stability is primarily governed by the proportion of homesteads.
Additionally, the villages should have favorable location conditions near towns, higher
boundary openness, and elongated clustering patterns. This configuration is driven by the
collaboration of internal and external factors. It can explain 19.91% of the cases, with 4.98%
of the cases being exclusively explained by this configuration. The spatial resilience of the
villages in this configuration arises from a combination of internal and external factors,
reflecting the intricate mechanisms of resilience. This finding underscores the necessity of
coordinating multiple factors to achieve a balance of resilience.

In conclusion, the results of this analysis comprehensively cover the internal and
external factors of spatial resilience, reflecting the rationality of variable selection from an
empirical perspective. The subsequent sections will delve into the specific cases within each
configuration, providing a more in-depth exploration of their formation and mechanisms.

4.3. Robustness Check

Generally, three kinds of robustness analysis are employed in fsQCA: changing calibra-
tion, changing consistency levels, and dropping or adding cases. The latter two methods
are suitable for studies with large sample sizes [85]. Therefore, based on the number of
cases in this study, different calibration anchors (0.75, 0.5, and 0.25) were chosen for ro-
bustness verification. The configuration results remained substantively unchanged. The
robustness checks indicated that the analysis was not highly sensitive to the specification
of these thresholds.

5. Discussion
5.1. The Differential Synergistic Relationships between Rural Resilience Factors

From a conditional perspective, the five resilience factors exist in the form of core
or marginal conditions across the four configurations, thus verifying their multiple coor-
dinated roles in resilience. Additionally, there is a substitutive relationship among the
variables, indicating that rural spatial resilience can be developed through various means.
For instance, when comparing Configuration 1 and Configuration 4 (which both involve
villages on the outskirts of towns), it was observed that if the villages are situated in
mountainous or hilly areas, the optimal configuration for enhancing resilience is a high
proportion of homesteads. However, it is also possible to achieve the same outcome via a
synergistic effect by considering both the homestead proportion and the boundary openness
degree. This demonstrates that different pathways can lead to the same goal, highlighting
the concept of “different paths, same destination” in relation to enhancing resilience.

Moreover, the differential synergistic relationships between internal and external
factors in relation to sustaining the spatial resilience of villages can be identified. The com-
bination of two external factors as core conditions (Configuration 3) indicates that external
conditions serve as the foundation and source of system resilience. In all configurations, in-
ternal factors appear in combinations of two, thus describing the collaborative mechanisms
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of the internal factors. Among the internal factors, a high proportion of homesteads was
identified as a core condition in three configurations (Configurations 1, 2, and 4), thereby
indicating that this factor plays a crucial role in maintaining the stability of rural spatial
systems to a certain extent. A high degree of boundary openness is another important
internal factor, occupying a core position in two of the configurations (Configurations 1 and
2). This result highlights that enhancing the permeability of boundaries makes a system
more flexible with respect to adapting to changes without compromising its overall struc-
tural stability. Moreover, each configuration encompasses a boundary openness degree
(substantiating the role of boundaries as junctures of human and natural interactions),
thereby playing a crucial role in the establishment of spatial resilience. The shape index
predominantly appears as marginal conditions, indicating that, in the selected cases, there
were no strong associations between the shape features and resilience. In most cases,
a higher level of resilience derived from a synergistic interaction between internal and
external factors, and this result aligns with the related assertions in spatial resilience theory.

For southern Jiangsu, areas such as plains, lake areas, and enclosed basins that are
more accessible to construction resources do not necessarily exhibit significant resilience
advantages. Furthermore, when these areas appear as the core condition, they are associated
with being distant from urban areas. This may be due to the impact of urbanization
processes in these regions, reflecting the urban–rural relationships in this region.

5.2. Selection and Analysis of Typical Cases

From a case-based perspective, Table 5 illustrates the explanatory cases that correspond
to the four configurations. From the perspective of administrative regional distribution,
they are relatively evenly distributed among the five cities in southern Jiangsu Province
(three in Nanjing, two in Zhenjiang, two in Suzhou, three in Wuxi, and one in Changzhou).
Following the general procedure of fsQCA, the selection criterion for typical cases is that
the outcome relevance should be higher than the configuration relevance. Therefore,
based on this criterion, six Chinese historical and cultural villages and two other villages
(Changle and Qianyuan) were initially chosen. However, one of the objectives of this
study is to identify common villages with the same combination of resilience factors as the
historical villages; accordingly, the outcome relevance of the village needs to be less than
the configuration relevance. Hence, considering resilience levels, spatial distribution, and
practical case considerations, Shi’ao (No.2), Jiaoxi (No.21), Wutang (No.8), and Qianyuan
(No.18) were selected as typical cases with which to further clarify the mechanisms of
each configuration.

Table 5. Typical cases.

Configuration Case ID Village Configuration
Relevance

Outcome
Relevance Selection Result *

1
10 Huashan 0.86 1

√

3 Shecun 0.81 0.67 l

2 Shi’ao 0.55 0 l※

2
21 Jiaoxi 0.62 1

√
※

15 Lishe 0.55 1
√

3

12 Mingyue’wan 0.75 1
√

11 Luxiang 0.61 1
√

6 Changle 0.52 0.67
√

l

8 Wutang 0.50 0.33 l※

4 18 Qianyuan 0.62 0.67
√

l※

*
√

indicates that the case should be selected according to QCA rules, l indicates a common village in the
high-level resilience configuration, and ※ indicates the typical cases selected and those discussed in this paper.

Typical case of Configuration 1: Shi’ao Village is situated within the Niushou’shan
Scenic Area near Nanjing city (Figure 2, Table A1). Since 2011, this village has undergone
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a holistic transformation into a tourism-oriented village. Hence, this article categorizes
it as a newly established village. This village exhibits the resilience factors defined in
Configuration 1, where a high proportion of homesteads and open boundaries serve as
core conditions, while proximity to the town and a regular clustering form act as marginal
conditions. Based on field surveys and observations, the high proportion of homesteads
enables this village to undergo functional changes, which offers the possibility of shifting the
function of rural dwellings from residences to a combination of residences and businesses.
Additionally, the village’s highly open boundaries, which are concentrated primarily in
the southern part of the village for topographical reasons, coincide with the entrance
to the scenic area. This facilitates transportation connectivity and visual corridors both
internally and externally. Huashan (No. 10) and Shecun (No. 3) in this configuration also
have similar situations. She Village, in particular, has become a popular village driven by
tourism projects that has perfected the construction of spatial resilience and completed the
transformation of functions.

Typical case of Configuration 2: Jiaoxi Village, established around 810 A.D., is lo-
cated in a flatland area and in close proximity to a nearby town (Figure 2, Table A1). The
village has a long history of market trade, spanning nearly a century, and has primarily
served residential and commercial purposes. Since the 1980s, its commercial activities grad-
ually shifted westward, leading to the development of a larger market town. As a result,
Jiaoxi Village has predominantly retained its residential function. The open boundaries of
this village are primarily situated in the western and southeastern regions, thereby facilitat-
ing connectivity with the market town and the agricultural fields along the river. Despite
facing impacts from the adjacent market town, the highly open boundaries actually provide
greater opportunities for connectivity, mitigating impacts and preserving the overall village
layout. Furthermore, from a spatial layout perspective, the loose structure at the bound-
aries of the village and the high density in its central area contribute to the stability of this
village’s structure. The villages in this configuration maintain a delicate equilibrium with
respect to suburban characteristics, which can be attributed to their historical and cultural
significance and architectural heritage. Revitalizing the surrounding village environment
around rural heritage [86] could be a pivotal strategy for enhancing resilience.

Typical case of Configuration 3: Wutang Village is a hilly village in southern Jiangsu
named after its five internal water ponds (Figure 2, Table A1). This village is nestled among
mountains and water. Based on Configuration 3, it is equally evident that the dominant
factor of this village is the natural geographical environment in which it is situated. This is
due to the village’s remote distance from the nearest city, which has allowed it to retain its
traditional agricultural village layout. Within this configuration, Changle (No. 6) shares
similarities with Wutang Village, representing a subset of villages in close proximity to
the city that remains unaffected due to regional geographical conditions. This shows that
natural environmental factors could still be a dominant factor of rural spatial resilience.

Typical case of Configuration 4: Qianyuan Village presents the natural geographical
type as its core resilience factor. Its elongated cluster shape and open boundaries enable this
village to better adapt to the natural environment. Similarly, as a typical mountain village,
it is located near tea plantations and extensive forests (Figure 2, Table A1), with agriculture
being the primary industry. Mountainous regions impose more challenging construction
conditions; therefore, the configuration of their resilience factors is more diverse, but it
mainly revolves around the natural geographical conditions, which are complemented by a
higher proportion of homesteads. This introduces a higher degree of spatial heterogeneity.
This spatial heterogeneity brings about driving forces, leading to a moderate equilibrium of
resilience within the spatial system. It also embodies the relationship between humans and
nature in terms of spatial resilience. Sustaining its existing spatial pattern while minimizing
extensive spatial alterations proves to be an appropriate approach to maintaining balance
among the factors.

After separately illustrating the mechanisms of configurations for the cases and then
comprehensively comparing the differences between the configurations and between the
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cases, further discussion can be carried out in relation to the following three aspects.
Firstly, the relationship between resilience and tourism deserves attention, as it involves
the functional transformation of villages. The cases within Configurations 1 and 3, which
encompass numerous tourism-oriented villages, demonstrate that the functional transition
from agriculture to tourism is a highly resilient approach [87]. Furthermore, the presence
and absence of urban–rural distances in the two configurations indicate that urban–rural
distance is not a predominant factor influencing the spatial resilience of tourism-oriented
villages, and this result aligns with the findings of existing research [88]. The core factors in
Configuration 1 are internal, whereas they are external in Configuration 3. This demon-
strates that the driving force behind the transformation of tourism functions originates
from different aspects. It is essential to plan the direction of transformation based on the
respective dominant resilience factors. The second aspect is about the spatial operation of
rural revitalization. Spatial resilience theory holds the potential to serve as a management
paradigm, but its challenge lies in the gaps of spatial resilience discourse and practice [89].
Through our discussion of the mechanisms of the configurations with respect to the case
villages, it is evident that spatial resilience could furnish both a theoretical framework
and practical foundation for rural development. Finally, the manifestation of urban–rural
relationships at the spatial resilience level is noteworthy. Each configuration includes
urban–rural distance as a condition, and it is evident that most resilience factors in multiple
configurations relate to being located far from urban areas (with the exception of Config-
uration 3). This observation suggests that the impact of urbanization on rural southern
Jiangsu is often negative. This eventuality could be an inevitable result of urbanization,
but through the examples of Jiaoxi and Wutang, it might provide inspiration for rural
sustainable development in the future.

6. Conclusions

With the complex issues facing the rural built environment in China, spatial resilience
theory offers a novel perspective. Applying the concept of resilience at the spatial dimension
enhances the feasibility of practical activities for planners and developers in the realms of
planning and construction. This paper, operating within the framework of spatial resilience
theory, elaborates on the application of spatial resilience in the rural built environment.
It introduces an experimental analytical framework for the theory. Employing fsQCA,
this study selected 21 representative villages in southern Jiangsu that presented different
resilience conditions. Four configurations of factors that affect the level of rural spatial
resilience were identified, leading to the identification of the mechanisms behind these
factors. In terms of set relations, the absence of necessary conditions suggests, to a certain
extent, that rural spatial resilience is not solely associated with a single factor. Instead,
it is the optimization and combination of multiple sufficient conditions that collectively
form a stable and sustainable rural spatial system. Subsequently, through the calculation
of set relations, configurations, the sufficiency of factors, and corresponding exemplary
cases were identified. From an empirical perspective, this study explores the synergistic
patterns of multiple internal and external factors within the framework of spatial resilience
at the village level. At meso and micro scales, the interpretation of how spatial factors
influence rural resilience was examined. Mixed research methods were explored, leading
to an enrichment of our understanding of rural spatial resilience.

The limitations of this study are as follows:

(1) In an effort to provide a reference for rural built environments, this study embarked
on an initial exploration of rural spatial resilience. The assessment of resilience
levels employed a relatively simplified approach relying on government regulations,
policy, and their underlying selection criteria to establish four levels. Given the multi-
dimensional nature of rural resilience, a comprehensive study would ideally require
the evaluation of indicators across various (e.g., social, economic, and ecological)
dimensions [53,90–92].
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(2) Constrained by the limited number of cases, the five conditional variables could
only partially elucidate the relationship between spatial elements and rural resilience.
While our analysis demonstrated the coverage of the conditional variables’ configura-
tions, there is still potential for further factor augmentation.

(3) Although QCA is a method that can be used to explore complex relationships, it
suffers from limitations in longitudinal studies. Although this study attempted to
compensate for these limitations by including villages from different developmental
periods as a proxy for temporal dynamics, there is still a lack of explanatory power in
the concept of spatial resilience.

Therefore, in future research, further advancements will be made in relation to the
following aspects:

(1) Future studies will provide a comprehensive evaluation of rural resilience by incor-
porating a more extensive set of systematic indicators within the framework of the
social–ecological system [93,94].

(2) Exploring factors that can provide a more comprehensive depiction of rural spatial
resilience involves identifying factors that encompass a broader scope, which will
be carried out in future research. Additionally, to account for the proportionality
between conditions and case numbers, future studies will increase the quantity of
empirical case villages.

(3) In future studies, historical data on villages will be gathered, and other research
methods (e.g., comparative analysis of multiple panel data) will be incorporated as
supplementary approaches to address the issue of longitudinal analysis.

Based on the research findings, three further recommendations are proposed for
developing resilient villages:

(1) Adopting a holistic and resilient perspective: given the mechanisms for collaboration
between the factors of rural spatial resilience, practitioners can adopt a holistic per-
spective and foster synergistic cooperation between various spatial factors to achieve
efficient resilience development.

(2) Focus on core factors: the decision makers and stakeholders involved in rural de-
velopment can prioritize the core factors that are based on the unique resources and
characteristics of each village by focusing efforts on strengthening these core factors
for a more efficient and sustainable path.

(3) Identifying potential development cases: the methodology employed in this study
can be applied to identify potential development cases with high-resilience factors in
common villages.

Overall, these recommendations aim to promote a comprehensive and strategic ap-
proach to developing resilient rural areas and provide insights and guidance for future
rural revitalization.
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2. Chinese Historical and Cultural Villages are designated jointly by the Ministry of Housing and Urban–Rural Development and 
the National Cultural Heritage Administration. These villages possess abundant cultural relics and hold significant historical 
value or commemorative significance. They provide relatively comprehensive representations of traditional styles and local 
ethnic characteristics from specific historical periods. 
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Notes 
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2. Chinese Historical and Cultural Villages are designated jointly by the Ministry of Housing and Urban–Rural Development and 
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value or commemorative significance. They provide relatively comprehensive representations of traditional styles and local 
ethnic characteristics from specific historical periods. 
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Notes 
1. The term homesteads refers to the construction land that rural residents use for building houses and their associated facilities, 

including residences, auxiliary buildings, and courtyards. Under China’s land policy, the ownership of homesteads belongs to 
the rural collective, while the right of use belongs to individual farmers and can be transferred within the collective but cannot 
be sold to urban residents. Homesteads also serve as a form of property security for farmers and are an essential foundation for 
their livelihoods and agricultural production, which both play a crucial role in stabilizing and developing rural areas. 

2. Chinese Historical and Cultural Villages are designated jointly by the Ministry of Housing and Urban–Rural Development and 
the National Cultural Heritage Administration. These villages possess abundant cultural relics and hold significant historical 
value or commemorative significance. They provide relatively comprehensive representations of traditional styles and local 
ethnic characteristics from specific historical periods. 
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Notes 
1. The term homesteads refers to the construction land that rural residents use for building houses and their associated facilities, 

including residences, auxiliary buildings, and courtyards. Under China’s land policy, the ownership of homesteads belongs to 
the rural collective, while the right of use belongs to individual farmers and can be transferred within the collective but cannot 
be sold to urban residents. Homesteads also serve as a form of property security for farmers and are an essential foundation for 
their livelihoods and agricultural production, which both play a crucial role in stabilizing and developing rural areas. 

2. Chinese Historical and Cultural Villages are designated jointly by the Ministry of Housing and Urban–Rural Development and 
the National Cultural Heritage Administration. These villages possess abundant cultural relics and hold significant historical 
value or commemorative significance. They provide relatively comprehensive representations of traditional styles and local 
ethnic characteristics from specific historical periods. 

21-Jiaoxi

Notes
1 The term homesteads refers to the construction land that rural residents use for building houses and their associated facilities,

including residences, auxiliary buildings, and courtyards. Under China’s land policy, the ownership of homesteads belongs to
the rural collective, while the right of use belongs to individual farmers and can be transferred within the collective but cannot be
sold to urban residents. Homesteads also serve as a form of property security for farmers and are an essential foundation for
their livelihoods and agricultural production, which both play a crucial role in stabilizing and developing rural areas.

2 Chinese Historical and Cultural Villages are designated jointly by the Ministry of Housing and Urban–Rural Development and
the National Cultural Heritage Administration. These villages possess abundant cultural relics and hold significant historical
value or commemorative significance. They provide relatively comprehensive representations of traditional styles and local
ethnic characteristics from specific historical periods.

3 Characteristic Pastoral Countryside is a rural development action undertaken by the Jiangsu provincial government in 2017. It
encompasses various current situations and development types, comprehensively selecting villages with distinctive features for
focused development in relation to nine key aspects: industry, ecology, culture, pastoral landscapes, rural architecture, rural
lifestyle, beautiful villages, livable villages, and vibrant villages. As of 2022, nearly 600 villages have been selected as pilot
projects, and corresponding construction standards have been released.
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